
Steering Production Vista Opened for .r Mlstrict
As Carter Well Flows From Pay Zone OpiVl by Union

Event* ift the Cut Bank field this week continued to point up ♦------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------
to the staggering possibility that a vast portion of this field, and 
perhaps a large adjacent area as well, is underlain by a porous 
oil-bearing stratum of Madison lime that will yield tremendous 
production, and that will be consistent in character and usher in 
far different conditions than those that have hitherto prevailed in 
Montana Madison lime fields where production has 
TOP of the lime.

That such a condition might possibly exist was indicated a couple 
of weeks ago when Union Oil Company got a dry hole at the top 
of the Madison limestone in its No. 1 Stufft, two miles south of a 
trio of Caster wells that had found the first Madison limestone 
production In this field. The Carter wells got oil and gas at the TOP 
of the lime.

Union officials decided to carry their Stufft well down into 
the lime. (This well had only a little gas at the top of the lime, 
al SOIS.) At 3090, this well «frilled into a break, or porous zone.
On pump, the well was disappointing, making only about 30 
barrels per day, natural. Acidised with 1,300 gallons, the well 
kicked off and began flowing. After several days, it was flowing 
more than 200 barrels daily. There is no indication that the 
flow would have decreased had the well been allowed to flow 
wide open, but in the interests of safety the company pinched 
it in. It is now flowing approximately 100 barrels daily, pipeline 
oil.
There was speculation in the field as to whether this well was a 

freak that “just happened” to hit a porous spot in the lime, or
whether it had
long been the objective of Montana operators—a porous zone in the 
Madison limestone that would be consistent, as in the famous 
Turner Valley field in Alberta.

The Carter Oil Company promptly moved to find out, by deepen
ing its wells, to the north

The first well to be carried down was the company’s No. 1 Lar- 
mon, a quarter of a mile south of the field Madison limestone dis
covery well, Carter-Brindley No. 1.

The Larmon well was only a small producer from the top of the 
Madison lime, at former total depth of 3073. It was deepened to
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3089 and swabbed 3/\ of a barrel of oil per hour, for six hours. It 
was then drilled to 3094, and there went into what appears to be 
the same porous zone as that in which the Union-Stum well found 
its flow.[ I From this zone, it flowed 14 barrels natural, the first S4 

hours. It was then acidized with 1,000 gallons. It then swabbed 
and flowed 91 barrels of oil in five hours. In the next 10 hours, 
it flowed 72 barrels of oil. (The oil load for the acidixation was 
137 barrels.) It then began flowing 8 barrels of oil hourly 
through %-inch choke. In the next 23 hours, it flowed 239 bar
rels of oil, through %-inch choke. Gas/oil ratio is 524. Casing 
psessure is 265 pounds, and tubing pressure 100 pounds.
The Carter has now moved in a spudder and is deepening its 

No. 1 Merchant’s Trust, a quarter of a mile east of the Carter- 
Brindley discovery well. This well, bottomed at 3071 feet in the 
top of the Madison lime, flowing through half-inch choke, has been 
averaging only three or four barrels of oil daily with 100,000 cubic 
feet of gas.

If this well, on deepening, finds oil in the same porous zone as 
that yielding oil in the Carter-Larmon and Union-Stufft wells, it 
will indicate the ushering in of a new era in Montana oil production.

Hitherto the main source of Madison lime production in northern 
Montana has been the Kevin-Sunburst field, with an output from 
this horizon probably in excess of 45,000.000 barrels. (The field has 
yielded more than 47,000,000 barrels, but some of this has come 
from the Sunburst sand.)
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opened up something by finding what has
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Cat Creek Outpost Staked 

Completions May Influence 
Further Activity in Field

Does It Point to on Oil Pool?

Buaeher South Kevin-Sunburst 
Well Is 4<,500,000-Fool Gasser

Due to inability to drill deeper, F. J. Buscher’s No. 2 Overby in 
the southern section of the Kevin-Sunburst field, in C NE NW 
30-34N-2W. was completed this week as a Sunburst sand gasser, 
with a gauged flow of 4,500,000 feet daily, and with shut-in pressure
of 250 pounds.

It is probably the best gas well ever completed in this area, but 
more important than the gas flow was the implication that it might 
fulfill some predictions of long standing and lead to development 
of an important oil pool in the immediate vicinity.

inpuiliifl/, it dmktd trou 8 4----------------------------------------------
to 10 feel structurally higher 
sham any well ever drilled in 
this part of the field, some

Staking of an important Cat Creek field outpost, and near com
pletion of wells expected to further determine deep sand possibilities 
of the field’s East and West Domes, were highlights of activity in 
this field during the week.

The outpost well will be drilled by a syndicate of Kevin-Sunburst 
independent operators, with cable tools, on a lease held by Slim 
Parrent, who several years ago drilled the discovery well tn a pool 
northwest of Sunburst.

Parrent holds a 320-acre lease ap
proximately a mile northwest of 
current development on the field’s 
West Dome. The acreage embraces 
E% EM, and NEM Section 6-
15N-29E, and NE 14 NW % Section 5- 
15N-29E. Reportedly, the well is to 
be drilled on some portion of the 
lease in Section 6.

It will be a short distance north
west of four other wells now hold
ing attention on the west flank of 

(Continued on Page 8)

Kluth Now 
Owner, Par 
Oil Company

W. E, Barks, (or Si years 
active ia northern Montana oil 
Industry, this week anuounced 
he had disposed of his interest 
in the Par Oil company 
long-time partner, H. ftL 
terminating a business associa
tion of more than a decade.
The deal gives Kluth sole owner

ship of extensive holdings in the 
Cut Bank field, including approxi
mately 800 acres of leases with 30 
producing wells, now yielding about 
7,000 barrels monthly.

(Oobthraad on Pass

GAGE DOME 
WELL NEAR 
PAY SANDS

have had very promising oil 
showings, bot h in the Sunbarst 
»and and at the top of the
Madison lime.
The importance of topographic 

ridges in the Kevin-Sunburst field 
has long been a subject of oonten- Northern Ordnance company’s 

No. 1 Car! Hold in the Gage 
dome field near Roundup has 
landed six-inch pip 
is reported drilling tn with 
cable tools. Location is SE SW 
I4-9N-S6E, in close proximity to 
several other wells in this field 
now producing from the A ms- 
den horizon.

tattlon, many 
meant nom 
fact that »

to hte 
Klath,Rattlesnake 

Butte Pump 
Tests Begin

e at 5931 andM an■0CHT g
dropped its load of moraine mate 
rial m a certain point Others assert 
that for some reason or other, 
topography In this field apparently 
correlate* to some extent with 
structural condition,
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General Pet. 
Abandoning 
Teton Test

Schrock, Schwartz and Mc
Kenna have commenced pomp 
«ests of their discovery well on 
the Rattlesnake Botte strnctore 
southwest of the Cat Creek field 
and on initial test the well is 
reported pumping slightly more 
than 100 barrels daily, more 
than had been anticipated. Ad
ditional gas is reported showing 

pumping proceeds. One stor- 
f tank has been installed at 
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7)Imported feto Montana 
During April. 1946 WILDCAT FISHING 
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MM Wildcat of the Pilot Production 

Co. northwest of Conrad is reported 
fishing at 1970 feet

Gasoline Refined in Montana 
During April, 1946
Refinery
Big West Od

Carter OU Co

ommmhhi oa oh .
- cafe County Ref. Because of inability to make 

bole with rotary tools, General 
Petroleum Corp. has abandoned 
its wildcat on the Rocky Moun
tain front, 25 miles northwest of 
Cbotean, at S125 feet, presum
ably in Colorado shale.

Tons of cement were 
the hole in an effort to 
mud circulation, and as fast as it 
set and a few feet of new hole 
was made, circulation was again 
lost in the badly shattered rocks.

Abandonment of the well is re
ported to mean only that the com
pany is convinced it isn’t sensible to 
attempt to keep on drilling at this 
particular location. General Pet
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obtain ro% Wildcat of the Union Oil Company 
on its large acreage block east of 
the Kevin-Sunburst field and north 
of the Devon oU and gas pools, on 
what has been mapped as the Grand
view nose, is due to complete during 
the coming week. It has set and 
cemented pipe through t 
burst sand and is drilling
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